Introduction
Sequence based information is increasingly used in the surveillance of viruses, not only to provide insight in viral evolution, but as a tool to define transmission routes. As most laboratories have not incorporated sequence analysis in their daily routine, information on typing of viruses is mostly available retrospectively. Reducing the time needed to get sequence based information available during an outbreak, should benefit the understanding of transmission routes and guide the implementation of appropriate infection control measures.
Methods
In August 2012, real time sequencing was introduced at our diagnostic laboratory within the UMCG, a large tertiary referral hospital. A set of viruses, in particular noro-, rhino-, parecho-and enterovirus, is immediately further characterized after detection.
Results
Sequence analysis results were available within a week after detection. Several clusters of identical subtypes of viruses could be identified, especially in case of norovirus infections. Sequence analysis results confirmed suspected outbreaks based on epidemiological data. However, real-time sequencing also enabled us to rapidly detect a pseudo-outbreak on the children's oncology ward, in which 5 patients with norovirus infection were notified within one week, despite the implementation of enhanced infection control measures. However, four different genotypes were detected, providing evidence for multiple introductions of different norovirus strains rather than ongoing nosocomial transmissions. This strengthened us to maintain the already implemented infection control measures without closure of the ward.
Conclusion
Real-time sequence based information, made available immediately after detection, is essential for the understanding of nosocomial transmission of viral infections. This makes it possible to focus infection control interventions.
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